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couple has either the necessary leisure, or the necessary urge
to development. Though even if both these requirements are
present, a certain real courage is needed to risk the rupture
of marital peace. If, however, circumstances favour it, this
phase enters automatically into the lives of both types,
and for the following reasons: each type is a one-sided
development. The one develops only his outer relations,
and neglects the iniier; while the.other develops inwardly,
while remaining externally at a standstill. But in time a
necessity arises for the individual to develop what has been
previously neglected. This development takes the form of
a differentiation of certain functions and, because of their
importance for the type-problem, I must now take up the
question of these functions.
The conscious psyche is an apparatus for adaptation or
orientation, and it consists of a number of psychic functions.
Of these we can distinguish four fundamental functions,
namely, sensation, thinking, feeling, and intuition. Under
the heading sensation I include all perception by means of the
sense organs; by thinking I understand the function of
intellectual cognition, and the forming of logical conclusions ;
feeling is a function of subjective evaluation, and intuition
I hold to be perception by way of the unconscious, or the
perception of an unconscious content. As far as my experience
goes, these four fundamental functions appear to me to be
sufficient to express and represent' the ways and means of
conscious orientation. For a complete orientation of con-
sciousness all the functions should cooperate equally;
thinking should make cognition and the forming of judgments
possible; feeling should say to us how and in what way
a thing is important or unimportant for us; sensation by
means of sight, hearing, taste, etc., should enable us to
perceive and grip on to concrete reality; and finally intuition
should permit us to divine the more or less hidden possibilities
and backgrounds of a situation, since these hidden factors
also belong to a complete picture of a given moment. But

